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'People'
attempt
solutions

by Chris Newman
ECHO executive editor
The Jeremiah People, a group
of Christians attempting to
present positive solutions
through the love of Christ, will
demonstrate their solutions in
chapel Monday, Nov. 5 at 10 a.m.
All of the material used by the
Jeremiah People is original,
springing, says spokesman
Chuck Bolte, from situations
which occur in everyday life.
"Combining comedy sketches,
original music, monologues, and
pantomines, we present the
Biblical truth of commitment and
discipleship which is to
characterize the body of Christ,"
stated Bolte.
Joe Romine, director of
Student Activities, explained that
SUB is sponsoring the Jeremiah
People because it feels the group
has a message for Taylor.
"Through their drama they
expose us as we really are;
through music they confront us
with a challenge; through humor
they make us laugh at ourselves;
through Christ they bind us
together as a family," summed
up Romine.

Campus honors
parents, alumni

The Jeremiah People, a Christian musical group, will perform for
the chapel-convocation on Monday, Nov. 5. The group combines
humorous sketches, original music, monologues and pantomines in
its performance. Their appearance at Taylor is part of a ninemonth tour of the United States.

Program centers on
African education

by Paul K. Kasambira
ECHO new writer
Five Taylor representatives
will appear on the "World Front"
television program sponsored by
the Cincinnati Council on World
Affairs. The program will be
video-taped by WLW-TV in
Cincinnati on Thursday, Nov. 8.
The program will then be shown
twice, at 10 a.m. on Sunday, Nov.
11, on WLW Channel 5, and on the
following Wednesday, Nov. 14,
over educational station WCET,
Channel 48. However, the taped
program will not be shown in this
area.
The express purpose of the
television programs is to inform
people about what is happening
in different parts of the world in
the areas of politics, religion,
economics, and education.
According to Dr. Dwight
Mikkelson, head of the history
department
and
liaison
representative of the Council at
Taylor, "The program has an
overseas and international
significance. Last year, students
that had been to the Dominican
Republic with Carl Gongwer,
assistant professor of Spanish,
represented Taylor on one of
these programs."
Unlike last year's program
which was entirely a student
production, this year's includes a
faculty member and students
from diversified educational
backgrounds in different parts of
Africa. The faculty member,
Malcom
Ellis,
assistant
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by Nadia Cheikh
ECHO news writer
Parent's Weekend, a special
time for parents of students,
began today and runs through
Sunday, Nov. 4. Registration will
be held tomorrow morning in the
Science building lobby for all
visitors on campus.
Activities for the weekend
begin at 8:15 p.m. tonight with A
Mark Twain Production to be
performed in the Little Theatre;
and a film, "My Fair Lady,"
which will be shown in Maytag at
8:15 p.m.
Sports will begin tomorrow's
happenings as the Taylor
Trojanes host the Miami Valley
Girls Field Hockey Tournament.
Later in the morning, at 9 a.m.,
the Trojane volleyball team will
host Hope College in a match.
"Angel in Ebony," the story of
Sammy Morris, will be shown at
9:30a.m. The film depicts the life
of Morris, who through his
Christian witness changed the
course of Taylor's history.
At 10 a.m. three lecture
discussion groups will be held for
all interested parents. The
groups are: Early Macedonian
Christianity, directed by Dr.
Dale Heath, professor of ancient
language, in SL-101; Taylor in
Your Community, lead by Jack
Van Vessem, director of Alumni
Affairs, in SL-102; and the
Forward Planning Commission
Report - - Past and Present,
presented by Dr. Milo Rediger,
president of the university, in SL103.
Following the discussion
groups, at 11 a.m., is the HoosierBuckeye Collegiate Conference
Cross-country meet. At 2 p.m., in
another sports event, the Taylor
Trojans wiil face Findlay College
on the Trojan field. Parents of
football players will be
highlighted at the game. Directly
after the game hot coffee and
rolls will be served in Maytag,

to meet some of the Taylor
faculty members.
A second performance of A
Mark Twain Production will
begin tomorrow evening's events
at 8:15 p.m. in the Little Theatre.
Also at 8:15 p.m., the Taylor
Chorale, under the direction of
Dr. Philip Kroeker, professor of
music, and the Taylor University
Symphony Orchestra, directed
by Benjamin Del Vecchio,
associate professor of music, will
present a concert. The concert
will be in Maytag.
Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m.
Catherine Marshall LeSourd, the
author of A Man Called Peter and
To Live Again, will be par
ticipating in the campus church
service. At that time, Mrs.
LeSourd will also receive an
honorary doctorate from Taylor.

Seminar
to explain
graphs
by Pam Ware
ECHO news writer
Dr. Richard Ringeisem,
assistant
professor
of
mathematics
at
Colgate
University, Hamilton, N. Y., will
be speaking Monday, Nov. 5 at
the Science Seminar. His topic
will be "The Graph Theory,"
which is, according to Dr.
Neuhouser,
professor
of
mathematies, "A new branch of
mathematics."
In 1971 the Sloan Foundation
Research Grant was endowed to
him
for
research
in
mathematics.
The seminar will be held in the
Science Building in SL 102. All

professor of philosophy and phasis should be put or directed
religion, spent a number of years towards preparation of students
agriculture,
typing,
as education secretary for the in
American Wesleyan Mission in economics, or any such
Sierra Leone. He will serve as professionally related fields."
The Cincinnati Council is made
moderator for the program.
Raymond C. de la Haye spent a up of 11 colleges in the states of
number of years in Liberia with Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana.
his missionary parents, at Some of the colleges involved are
tending school at an academy for Anderson, Weston, Borea and
missionary children. Charles
Fennig is the son of a couple
involved in secondary schools for
Africans in Kenya. He attended
school at the Rift Valley
Academy,
a
school for
missionary children with an
American
curriculum.
Representing the national
African students will be Robert
Taylor of Ghana in West Africa
and Paul Kasambira from
Rhodesia in southeast Africa.
The panel discussion will
center on the comparison of the
native African schools with the
schools for missionary children.
Also, the establishment of
church-controlled secondary
schools, the leadership training
of nationals, and the fostering of
self-help programs will be
discussed.
Ellis commented on the
educational system in Sierra
Leone. "While I do appreciate the
systems of education already
established, I also would like to
see the day in which African
students are given more op
portunities to relate their Appearing on the television program "World will attempt to explain what education is like in
academic education to more Front," these members of the Taylor community Africian nations. ECHO photo by Rick Adams
practical situations. More em-
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Health aid
programs
demanding
revisions
•

•

The editorial policy of this paper is determined.by the editorial,;
board. All unsigned editorials are the official* expression of {be
ECHO. Opinions expressed as ECHO editorial policy are the
responsibility of the editor and the editorial board, and do not ex
press the oHicial opinion of Taylor University. Signed columiftT
letters to the editor, and other signed materials repefcsertt only the
individual opinions of their authors.
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Sidewalks save
money, clothes
Now that the monsoon season is upon us, there is a
common courtesy that Taylor students can afford to
exercise. That being, staying on the sidewalks and
pathways provided while this typical Taylor
weather passes us by. The veteran mudstompers of
yesteryear will attest to the inclement weather
which resulted in soggy campus footing.
The usual cry which is raised is one that blames
the lousy Indiana weather that made the lousy
Indiana mud which was responsible for ruining
your blue suede shoes. This cry of anguish can be
silenced if the proper routes are taken to the dining
commons, classrooms, dorms, chapel, etc.
Besides the initial satisfaction of saving oneself
the cost of new clothing, one can sit back and realize
the amount of time and money saved by the
janitorial staff responsible for cleaning up this
muddy mess in the campus buildings. There is also
the damage done to the soccer fields on the way to
the dining commons. Any intramural competitor
will tell you that he does not want the soccer fields
any rougher than they are. By walking the proper
routes, you help him as well as yourself.
Like the proverbial Mr. Spock, one must decide to
make the logical choice of saving oneself and others
a lot of hassle. Use the sidewalks!
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Although the Medicaid and Medicare programs
have been in existence since 1965, we feel that their
aim, to provide comprehensive medical financial
assistance to the aged and specific indigent per
sons, is not being carried out successfully.
A major reason for this problem is the general
unwillingness and resistance most doctors show to
accepting Medicaid and Medicare recipients as
patients. Doctors do not like the extensive paper
work involved. They do not like being told what
rates to charge these patients. Payments from the
government to the doctors are delayed as much as
six to nine months. And doctors object on the basis
of the political-philosophical reasoning that the
government has no right to get involved in their
profession because it is a type of private enterprise.
To them, Medicaid and Medicare are proponents of
"socialized medicine."
Because of the existing refusal of many doctors to
cooperate with these programs, there is a serious
deficiency of adequate medical care for people on
Medicaid and Medicare. What is more, those
doctors who are willing to take federal assistance
patients find themselves swamped to the point of
having no time for private patients.
There must be some solution to this serious im
balance in medical care availability. There have
been attempts made by personnel in the various

agencies dealing with Medicaid and Medicare
recipients to educate local area doctors in these
programs. This has met with rather limited suc
cess.
A more promising solution to this problem takes
the form of a proposed senate bill introduced by
Senator Edward Kennedy entitled "Health Security
Act." Under this bill, the federal government would
become the health insurance carrier for the entire
nation. The federal government would set up
controls for doctors, dentists, hospitals and other
medical providers. A portion of ail health care
funds would be set aside to educate the population in
better health care, build facilities and organize new
types of services needed to offer optimal health
care to citizens.
The money to fund the program would come from
a small payroll tax and from income tax. This
program is reflective of Great Britain's "National
Health Service." This federal health insurance
would cover a wide variety of medical needs and
would be available to all persons requiring medical
care.
However, until the time that such a federal
program might come into existence, it is necessary
for extensive investigation into the serious problem
of deficient medical care to Medicaid and Medicare
recipients to discover the best means of dealing
with the problem as it exists now.

Montage

Replay attitude infectious
by Gloria Nussbaum
ECHO columnist
During recent World Series
action, I enjoyed watching the
modern phenomena of "instant
replays." To any sports fan, it
has become second nature to see
remarkable plays re-enacted
before his very eyes. This in
teresting
development
of
technology has given the spec
tator increased time to complain,
argue, reinforce his opinion
(quite often) or change his
opinion (very rarely): It has also
been the cause of an irritating
realization.
While viewing a football game
played at Taylor, I experienced
something curious. I was en
thusiastically caught up in the
action when suddenly the
quarterback made a sensational
pass to his tight end who had

successfully maneuvered himself
into the clear. My immediate
reaction was an excited cheer,
followed by an instincitive an
ticipation of an "instant replay."
When I realized that I was
waiting for an impossibility, I
laughed and mentioned it to some
friends next to me. They
responded by admitting that they
too wanted to see it again, and
expected to see it again, but we
all realized how absured that was
since real life was not the same
as a video transmission.
This precipitated some thought
about the concept of "instant
replays." It seems possible that
this attitude - - assuming that if
we pay little attention to the
original play, we still may expect
to see it once, twice, or even three
times more - - has crept from the
screen right into our living room.

We as students tend to be
spectators of this sort, allowing
ourselves to miss the initial
exposure to knowledge, ex
pecting full well to have a second
chance. We as people tend to be
spectators of this sort, feeling
sure that anything that catches
us unaware will in time be
repeated, giving us time to alter
our opinions or actions if
necessary.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that
"instant replays" are not
available to us in real life;
perhaps it is even more un
fortunate that we cannot learn
that they never will be available
In us An attitude of "run that by
me again in slow motion" may
destine us to remain in the backfield, at home plate, or maybe
just in the living room.

Voice of the People
Who else but Nixon would while publicly reinforcing the
declare "peace with honor" "silent majority?"
while there are still Americans
Who else but Nixon would sell
Echo Editor
missing in action?
massive quantities of wheat yet
I don't know if Echo has a
Who else but Nixon would to be grown?
"Letters to the Editor" column
condone the shootings at Kent
Who else but Nixon would
or not, but did want to share with
State by referring to the college speak of "tightening our belts"
you our thoughts on the students
students as "bums?"
while maintaining four separate
of Taylor.
Who else but Nixon would places of residency using x
Taylor students - you are the
implement and enforce economic amount of taxpayers money?
greatest!
controls on our society leading to
Who else but Nixon would
In visiting Taylor, we have
the
highest
inflationarycampaign
on the law and order
been so impressed by your at
recessional period of our times? issue and yet show contempt for
titude toward parents. No "IWho else but Nixon would those very laws?
wish-I-could-sweep-you-underengage in secret bombing
Who else but Nixon would
the-rug-and-forget-you" here.
missions in Southeast Asia while attack the press with the "most
Instead you are warm, pleasant,
publicly stating the contrary?
vicious remarks any American
communicative, helpful, and
Who else but Nixon would President has made about his
really show forth the Spirit of
surround himself with men critics?"
Christ.
Even
toward
a
whose loyalty to him was
It is apparent that Nixon
"stranger", you seem free to
fanatical beyond the call of duty? during his tenure as President,
"kid" a bit, share a conversation,
or giveforth with a radiant smile, Who else but Nixon would be has been playing a game of
responsible either directly or confrontation with the American
a wave or a nod. To use the lingo
indirectly for the Watergate people and Congress. He has
of transactional analysis, you are
incident and the coverup, the succeeded thus far. In this quiet,
full of "warm fuzzies." Thank
greatest political scandal of our yet powerful attempt at usurpyou, each and every one, for time?
tion of power, Nixon has backed
treating Parents as People. We
Who else but Nixon would both of us to the wall. We have no
love you. jQye an(j pre(j Server pledge
adherence
to
a other recourse except im
"definitive" ruling of the peachment or surrender.
424 N. 4th St.
Niles, Michigan 49120 Supreme Court in reference to Notice to all students: If
the tapes, then show complete Congress proceeds with the
disregard for the ruling, then impeachment proceedings, pray
Nixon ....
reverse his field?
that they know their powers, for
Who else but Nixon would if they fail at this attempt, 1984
Dear Editor:
publicly pledge to set up a special
Who else but Richard Nixon office for the investigation of the will become a grim reality in
1973. There is truly a clear and
would be personally responsible
Watergate issue, then dismiss the present danger.
for the highest concentration of
man and attempt to disband the
Barry N. Moore
the military complex in office?
James P. Greenawalt
Southeast Asia during our par
Who else but Nixon would cater
Alan T. Sorgen, Chairman of
ticipation?
to "big money" in America
Taylor University College
during his campaign for office
Republicans
j

"Warm fuzzies"
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Donation of bodies gives
hope to disease, dying

—

r
"

"—So I decided to donate my "bod" to
science as sort of, you know, a good deed to
mankind!"

Experiment in education

the growing trend.
In 1968, shortly after the first
heart transplant, the Gallup Poll
revealed that 70 per cent of the
American population would be
willing to donate vital organs to
medical science. Prior to this
time anatomical donations were
so cumbersome that it was
totally impractical. The problem
now is to get tissue from the
newly dead donor to the recipient
while the organs are still viable.
There are three options in
anatomical gifts( 1) donation of
the entire body, either for
transplants or for study in
medical schools; 2) donations of
all organs for transplants; and 3)
donations of specified organ.
Specified recipients are not
allowed.
The word "donation" is
stressed. Anatomy departments
all over the nation are plagued
with people wanting to sell their
bodies to science, which is illegal.
Occasionally the press "explodes
with false, sensational stories
about black market bodies or
imported bodies from un
developed countries," according
University of Education with an to Science Digest.
In donation to medical schools
institution more to officials'
the
body must be relatively
likings.
In spike of setbacks and at undiseased and lacking in
tempts to delay approval and deformities. The only structures
construction, Deputy Education that can be removed for tran
Minister Yohei Kono insists the splant are the corneas. The best
university will accomodate 740 bodies to transplants are people
who have sustained injuries that
freshman next year.
By Beverly Roget
ECHO commentary writer
How would you like to give your
body to science? 200,000 people in
the United States have already
arranged to turn over parts or all
of their bodies to science after
death, according to Science
Digest.
The Uniform Anatomical Gift
Act enables a person to give
away his body by merely signing
his name to a card with two
cosigners. This card is legally
binding and pre-empts even the
next-of-kin's wishes. Anyone over
18 (in some states 21) can will his
body to science, according to
Science Digest, November 1973.
Even children, with parental
consent, can take advantage of

Japan builds 'ideopolis'
by Robin Deich
ECHO commentary editor
The separation of education
and state? "Well, why not?" are
the words attributed to Japanese
Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka
by his opponents. The issue is
that in which the Oriental
government has begun to finance
an "ideopolis" or suburban in
tellectual community centered
on more than 40 research in
stitutes and a specialized
university.
Located 40 miles northeast of
Tokyo at the foot of Mt. Tsukuba,
the town will eventually be more
than two times larger than the
Soviet Union's scientific com
munity, Akadengoradok, by the
time it is completed in 1975. Aside
from the already operable
physics and space laboratories, a
variety of facilities will be built,
including that ranging from a
shopping center and playgrounds
to the world's largest earthquake
simulation table.
The most controversial aspect
of the building plans, however,
are those which include the
creation of "the ideal academic
environment," according to
Newsweek. The academic
arrangement centering around
six "cluster colleges" and
utilizing 26 researchers from
each one of the city's labs, has
not raised eyebrows. Prospective
students and faculty alike ap
prove of the relaxed cirriculum
that allows students to choose
from a variety of inter
disciplinary courses thus
promoting more flexibility than
the traditional rigidity of
Japanese higher education.
The concern occurs with the

LIGHTLE'S
Open 6:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. MondaySaturday
4:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m.
Sunday & Holidays

4 BLOCKS
NORTH
OF CAMPUS
Phone: 998-7294

consideration of legislation which
would inhibit faculty control of
the university, perhaps leading,
according to some critics, to
government domination of all
educational institutions in Japan.
Speculation is that eventually the
government will attempt to
replace the liberal Tokyo

do not mutilate or cause im
mediate death.
The time element is important
to the matching of blood and
tissue types for available
recipients. Kidneys are viable for
70 hours if they are removed
within 30 minutes after the heart
stops beating. The corneas of the
eyes must be removed within two
hours after death and tran
splanted within 24.
This current trend brings up
the problem of the criteria for
death. The most determining
factor is brain activity. When the
brain ceased to function it is only
a matter of time before the heart
stops. At that point the plugs are
pulled and the person is allowed
total death. By this time the
doctors are busy locating
recipients for the donors' organs.
The National Transplant
Communication Network keeps
complete files on waiting
recipients in the United States
and Canada. It is broken down by
regions and updated daily.
Seven people die every hour
due to kidney disease alone, more
than the fatality rate for
automobile accidents; tran
splants could cut the fatality rate
in half. Cornea transplants could
restore at least partial sight for
approximately 35,000 Americans,
liie importance of anatomical
donations as stated by the writer
in Science Digest, is over
whelming.

Head Start system errors
by Denise Vasicek
ECHO commentary writer
When one looks in retrospect at
the Head Start and other early
childhood programs, it is easy to
detect the oversimplification of
their plans.
The basic plans of these early
education programs were based
on four major premises. The first
was that the preschool years are
the most formative years in child
development. The second was
that those formative years should
be full of stimulation or enrich
ment. Third, was that the
children belonging to families
who are poor do not receive
enough stimulation or enrich
ment. Fourth, that because of
this supposed lack of stimulation
or
enrichment,
children
belonging to poor families are

most unresponsive in school.
Thus, the hopes of many of the
early education proponents were
that a summer full of enrich
ments would give the children a
headstart in later schooling.
One error made by these early
proponents was in their thinking
that poor children are understimulated. Children from
poor backgrounds may still
have rich social, cultural, and
linguistic experiences.
A second error is found in the
stereotyping of a "poor" child.
There is really no "poor" child as
such. There are as many in
dividual differences among poor
children as there are among
middle class children.
There
are some
safe
generalizations that can be made
about children coming from poor
families. When a child comes
-i

WE'RE COMING BACK
To Photograph Those Who Could Not
Make It

from a poor family, his health is
more likely to be poor. The child
often has to deal with feelings of
inferiority, and has problems
with the development of the
language arts. Realizing these
obstacles, many proponents of
early education dedieed that a
summer was not a substantial
enough period of time to be a
valuable asset to a child's
education.
Once this fact was realized,
changes began to take place in
the early education curriculum.
New academic and intellectual
goals were set: academic dealing
with the child's motivation to
achieve, and intellectual dealing
with the child's motivation to
learn rather than to achieve. The
new goal of education, according
to the October 1973 issue of The
Education Digest, deals not onlv

with acquiring skills and
knowledge, but also with per
sonal resources and strengths.
The new emphasis in early
education is often placed upon
the open classroom, the
authoritative teacher, teaching
instead of performing, and
achieving a level of satisfaction
and learning. All too often em
phasis has been placed upon
"fun" education and "exciting"
learning. This learning is often
short-lived and becomes more of
a goal than the curriculum itself.
More emphasis is needed in
teaching children to find ex
citement in the universe and not
in presenting excitement to
them. With this as a new goal,
early education can only be more
of an aid to the young child's
learning.

MERCKElt'S

NORM COOK STUDIO
Be In This Year's ILIUM
No sign-up
Come to 2nd floor of
dome
Bring $4
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Still in time for Christmas
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Angle Acres Plaza
Gas City
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Echo result of

One of the first steps in putting out the ECHO is hours on the phone, cajoling reporters into writing
assigning the stories, as executive editor Chris "just one more story."
Newman well knows. Each editor spends many

by Chris Newman
executive editor
Every Friday of the semester,
students can be heard all oyer
campus complaining, criticizing
or, rarely, commending the
ECHO. Despite all that noise,
very few people have ever
stopped to ask what goes into
making the ECHO whatever they
think it is.
An issue of the ECHO begins at
least two weeks before the
student ever sees it. For
example, this paper, coming out
on Nov. 2, actually began on Oct.
19. At that time, the editors of the
various sections, news, sports,
feature and commentary, make
final decisions on what stories
will be in the next week's paper.
Sometime during the following
week, each editor calls up their
writers and assigns to them a
story, due the following Monday.
In writing a story, a reporter
may have to talk to as many as 10
people at 10 different times and
places. Almost worse is the story
which has only one source.

Once a story has been written,
it must be copyread for
typographical errors, spelling
and grammatical errors, and
stylistic errors. Common jour
nalistic style requires that stories
follow certain guidelines, and the
ECHO is no exception. Every
story must have a "lead"; a first
paragraph which lets the reader
know what the story is about. It
must follow a logical order (one
which the reader can follow as
well). And it should be stated
clearly and concisely.
All this reading and writing (or
rewriting) is done on the Monday
night preceeding publication.
From the copyreader's desk the
stories, or copy, are taken to the
Hartford City News-Times,
which prints the ECHO. Here the
copy is set into the long colums
seen in the final paper.
Meanwhile, photographers
have been busily taking pictures
of all the campus events and
anything else the executive
editor assigns them. A darkroom

The first time a story is
copyread, it is in
teresting. But after the
fourth reading, any
story loses its appeal, as
Roxy Watson can testify
(left). John Kaiser
(right) is busy taking
pictures here, there and
everywhere for the next
Meanwhile,
ECHO.
back at the office, the
staff discussed the
layout of one page in
preparation for writing
headlines (below.)

ECHO photos by Bruce Dodds,
Ken Funk, John Kaiser and
Scott McBeth
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student effort
crew develops the film and the
executive editor chooses the
pictures for Friday's paper.
After all the copy has been set
and the pictures printed, the
problem of fitting it all into one
paper begins. Each Wednesday
before publication each story,
picture, and advertisement is
drawn onto a layout sheet; a
large piece of paper with the
same dimensions as the finished
ECHO. This lets the executive
editor know what the paper will
look like and what copy will fit.
It is at this point that writers
groan over the "butchering"
which the layout editor does to
their stories. Often, in order to
get the most copy onto the pages,
a story must be shortened. The
decision as to which story gets
cut is really arbitrary, and not
malicious as writers often
assume. It simply depends on
which story won't fit.
When the layout of the paper is
done, the headline staff begins
their job. Writing a headline is

rather like working a crossword
puzzle; each headline has a
certain number of spaces
available and what the writer
wants to say must fit in those
spaces as well as meet certain
criteria. Headlines try to inform
and interest the reader in the
story. It is often difficult to be
interesting, especially in nine
spaces, as any headline writer
will explain. Somehow "Scientist
to lecture" does not reach out and
grab you.
On Thursday, after the
headlines and cutlines (the
captions beneath pictures) are
written and the paper is all laid
out, the executive and associate
editors begin the "paste-up."
This consists of pasting down
each story, it's headline, picture
and cutline into it's final position
on the page. Once this is com
plete, the ECHO is ready to go to
press. The ECHO is then printed
by the News-Times on an off-set
press.

Laying out a paper often takes more erasing than it responsible for seeing that all the copy fits where it
does drawing, according to layout editor Janis is supposed to.
Bragan and her assistant, Pam Ware. The two are

Bringing in the treats is
associate editor Dave
Moolenaar (left). After
a nice of hard work,
ECHO staff members
deserve their treats,
donated by the ECHO.
While the office workers
eating,
the
are
darkroom staff, in
cluding Scott McBeth
(right) are printing the
pictures for that week's
paper. Doing all this on
the ECHO'S budges
(below) is difficult at
times,
but
clever
juggling of the books
enables the ECHO to
stay in the black.
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Sessions attract
editors, advisor
by Dave Moolenaar
ECHO associate editor
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Student editors of the ECHO
and the 1974 Ilium, along with
their advisor, Marilyn Walker,
associate professor of English
and journalism, are spending the
weekend in Chicago at the
Associated Collegiate Press
(ACP) convention.
The group left yesterday for
the convention, which is taking
place in the Palmer House Hotel
in Chicago. Activities prepared
there by the ACP will last
through tomorrow. Attending for
the Ilium are Debbi Stoutland
and Frank Bargerhuff and for the
ECHO, Chris Newman, executive
editor, and Dave Moolennar,
associate editor.
From 70 to 80 different sessions

were planned for the weekend.
Topics for the sessions covered
everything from "How to Build a
Newspaper Staff" to "A Survival
Plan for Yearbook Advisers."
The sessions were to be led by
both professionals in the field and
by students.
Also planned for this afternoon
was a general meeting, entitled
"Press Shield J iws vs. the
Campus Press." This meeting
was to be conducted by a panel of
professional newsmen including
Clayton Kirkpatrick, Editor of
the Chicago Tribune, and Ralph
Otwell, Managing Editor of the
Chicago Sun Times.
Other highlights of the con
vention were commercial
exhibits, a photography seminar,
commercial company open house
parties, and a movie preview.
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Operators meet
unusual callers
the former student and they
by Dale Grimes
began to correspond. They
ECHO feature writer
"Taylor operator
" an developed a unique relationship
swers a cheery voice. And from a even though they have never
maze of flashing lights, sixteen been personally introduced."
pairs of cords, and 200 ex
On the other hand, harrassing
tensions, a telephone connection calls are also received. Student
is made by the Taylor swit operator Jim Bromley, among
chboard.
others, has received some of this
Formerly located in the type of call. He recently an
basement of the Library, during swered a call and a man
the summer months the swit proceeded to inform him of an
chboard was moved to the alleged bomb that was planted in
Freimuth
administrative MCW.
building. This is more convenient
It is fascinating to watch an
for the supervisor, Lavonne
Owen, as well as for the rest of operator plugging away. Chris
Newman, who has been
the campus. The relocation and
the switchboard since
installation of all new com operating
her freshman year, noted, "When
munication equipment was ac
complished at the cost of $4,000, I first began working, it was a
according to Charles Newman, terrific challenge. All those lights
director of service operations. and buzzers were fascinating. As
time passed I got the feel of the
Mrs. Owen remarked that the
board and became more ef
contact with hundreds of people a
ficient. After a while, you develop
day
and
the
responsibilty
of
being
Taylor operator Dale Grimes finds that the 16 cords moved this year from the library basement to Its
a system enabling you to easily
and 200 extensions of the switchboard can more convenient location in the Freimuth Ad- a service to them is a rewarding handle all the calls."
experience.
Mrs.
Owen
has
been
sometimes be confusing. The switchboard has been ministrative building. ECHO photo by Rick Adams
Endeavoring to
provide
the "Taylor operator" for nearly
10 years and is also supervisor of competent service, Mrs. Owen
has requested that calling parties
the 10 student operators.
"We cannot serve as an ef give the extension number rather
fective communication center," than a person's name. "This
added Mrs. Owen, "if we are not expedites the time spent with
informed. It is important that all each call," she explained. She
organizations notify us con also added that the switchboard
cerning special events, that has telephone directories for the
faculty and students inform us in principal cities in Indiana and
the event of a changed phone encourages students to stop by
by Brian W.Secor
What
we
do
in
the
United
States
of the Netherlands and Dr. T. M. number, and that guests visiting and use them.
ECHO new editor
in
urban
planning
affects
the
The cost of operating the
Ridley
of the United Kingdom the university leave a number at
Two international urban af
may
seem
fairs experts addressed the first water and natural resources of will address themselves to the the switchboard stating where switchboard
session of this year's faculty every nation in the world and the same topic, The International they can be reached." Only if astounding, but after considering
Comparative Approach to Urban informed, she concluded, can the the complexity of the equipment
enrichment sequence of the same is true of other nations.
The next session of the Cin Questions. Grunfeld will also be switchboard really serve the it appears more reasonable.
Cincinnati Council on World
Newman estimated that it costs
student.
Affairs. The sequence was en cinnati Council will be on Nov. 12. on campus Nov. 19.
One of the most unique ex the university between $4,500 and
titled, "The International At that time, Dr. Frans Grunfeld
periences at the switchboard, $4,000 a month for its phone
Comparative Approach on Urban
Mrs. Owen related, was a call one service. Approximately $2,000 of
Questions."
of her student operators received that covers the charge for renting
Dr. George Haines, head of the
For Week of Nov. 3-9
DINNER: Fried Shrimp, Beef from an alumnus in New Jersey the telephone equipment from
education department, Dr. David SATURDAY:
trying to locate a former Western Electric. The remainder
Neuhouser, head of the math
BREAKFAST:
Scrambled Tips and Noodles.
of the cost is due to the numerous
classmate.
WEDNESDAY:
department;
Waldo Roth, Eggs with Bacon Bits.
"The alumnus thought his long distance calls placed by
BREAKFAST:
Fried
Eggs.
director of computing center and
LUNCH: 3-D Sandwich, Fried
LUNCH: Angel Steak Sand friend was on the student affairs Taylor personnel.
Larry Miller, instructor of Chicken, Meat Loaf.
Newman reported that Taylor
wich,
Pork Tips & Mushrooms staff," said Mrs. Owen. "During
sociology, represented Taylor at
DINNER: Swiss Steak, Ham
has considered acquiring the
the
course
of
the
conversation
with
Rice.
the Oct. 3 sessions.
Steak.
DINNER: Ravioli, Casserole between the operator and the Centrex system, which would
The first speaker was Kei SUNDAY:
of
Beef, Macaroni, and alumnus a friendship sprouted. It permit telephones to be placed in
Minohara, deputy head of the city
BREAKFAST: Continental
was evident to the operator that each dorm room. "However," he
planning division of the city
LUNCH: Roast Beef, Fried Tomatoes.
the alumnus missed the said, "the prohibitive cost is a
THURSDAY:
bureau under the ministry of Chicken.
association with Taylor and was major factor in deciding against
BREAKFAST:
Hot
Cakes.
construction of Tokyo, Japan.
DINNER: Light Buffet.
*LUNCH:
Cheeseburger, anxious to hear of all the changes it. This system would add $50 to
According to Miller, Minohara MONDAY
that had taken place since his the student fees for each
Lasagna.
stressed the necessity of a
BREAKFAST: Scrambled
graduation. Four days later the semester, excluding any long
DINNER: Fried Chicken.
national plan in relation to urban Eggs with Bacon Bits.
operator received a letter from distance calls placed."
planning. He explained that
LUNCH: Meatball Sandwich, FRIDAY:
BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Japan must reconcile progress, Beans & Franks.
tradition, and industrial politics
DINNER: Roast Beef, Veal Eggs with Bacon Bits.
LUNCH: Stacked Ham &
in this urban planning effort. Cutlet.
Cheese, Fried Fish, Escalloped
Because there are so many TUESDAY:
groups in Japan, it is difficult to
BREAKFAST: French Toast. Salmon.
DINNER: BBQ Pork Chops,
satisfy all individual desires,
LUNCH: Sloppy Joes, Chicken
Beef Pot Pie.
according to Minohara. He & Dumplings.
commented that in the United
States, our problems are dif
ferent because we have an
abundance of land.
Borre Skaslien, chief architect,
the royal ministry of en
vironment, Oslo, Norway,
described the urban situation in
that country. Miller said Skaslien
stressed the importance of a
national plan that takes into
account local differences.
<
Norway's planning began at the
local level and then progressed
<
through county and regional
4
organs to the national planning
Dining Every Day
agency. The plan calls for
with
maintaining differences that are
Complete dinners:
functional but at the same time
uniting all the people. Miller
Chicken, Steak, & Seafood.
commented, "This is a very
excellent approach, if you can do
it that way. Norway has,
however, only four million people
and no minorities to deal with."
1226 North Walnut
Miller said, "Since we are an
Hartford City
348-0040
international world, things like
the Cincinnati Council are of
more value than ever before.

Council shows need
of national planning
Menu

Restaurant

Pizza King Products!
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Coeds learn basics
at automotive clinic

8eeaw rack
lib amy act be aaeammoe h Taylor'* camper
since the completion of the womens' automotive seminar. The
women were taught everything from checking the oil to the
workings of the cam shaft at the seminar. ECHO photo by Scott
McBeth

number ot gals are driving today
by Carol Ives
without having a male around to
ECHO feature writer
ask about the automobile, and
Typical topics of female
when gals do ask men about the
conversation are changing today.
automobile, they get a lot of
If you have overheard several
'bologna.'
"
girls talking about gaskets,
carburetors, distributors,
In essense, many times un
overhead cams and-or the dif suspecting females are being
ferences between oil and gas, you taken advantage of by the service
are probably listening to the people. "However," Miller ad
members
of
the
recent ded, "this is by a minority of
"automotive seminar." For the service people. Most of them are
past four Monday nights, trusting people but it only takes
seminars have been held for girls one to ruin the good image - - and
wishing to gain new and ad that's enough."
ditional information on the
The seminar is set up on a
operation of an automobile.
"lecture, question, answer
This non-credit seminar, basis." In each session, the class
headed up by Larry Miller, in is given a handout explaining the
structor of sociology, and E. material for that evening's
David Gamble, is held for women seminar. The topics of interest
only. According to Miller, the include the major automobile
reasons for limiting the course to systems - - such as the engine,
only women are: "...a larger transmission, electrical and
drive systems. The drive system,
for example, is then subdivided
to include the gearing, wheels,
and suspensions,
then subdivided to include the
gearing, wheels, and suspen
sions.
Don Powell, manager of the
Howard Chrysler-Plymouth,
invited the class to tour his
facility. There he had laid out all
almost certain to become a new the major parts of a car and
political entity, or a possible named and explained each one to
the girls. He also explained the
third super power.
There are strong indications, various tools and machinery
said Dr. Heller, that European necessary for preparation,
Nation states would be prepared maintenance and upkeep of a
to accept the idea of a European car.
unity and that they would be
During another class session,
willing to surrender sovereign Howell came out to the school
rights. The European Com
and explained how to buy a new
munity works through a council
used car, what to look for in a
located in Brussels.
Dr. Heller noted that one of the car, how to decifer what a "deal"
advantages that Europe has is is, and how to finance a car.

Heller hears talks
on unified Europe
by Chet LeSourd
ECHO news writer
During the week of Oct. 15-19,
Dr. Karl Heller, associate
professor of history, attended a
seminar in Washington D.C. on
European Integration and
European-American relations.
The seminar was sponsored by
the Cincinnati Council of World
Affairs and other organizations
interested in international topics.
Dr. Heller was part of a group
of 22 scholars that were chosen
from United States colleges and
universities because of their
recognized
expertise
in
European affairs and history.
The program for the seminar
was coordinated by three
agencies, the European com
munity (Common Market), the
Atlantic council of the United
States, and the Department of
State. The speakers included
diplomats, economists, former
ambassadors, and high officials
from the State Department.

"Yes, I bought
it all at the
Campus
Bookstore

Among these speakers were
also the Directors of the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe Af
fairs, who report directly to
Henry Kissenger. Dr. Heller felt
that one of the definite highlights
of the trip was this opportunity to
hear directly from the policy
makers themselves.
The seminar concerned itself
with modern Europe's desire to
become a continent that is
politically unified. Dr. Heller was
concerned that "few Americans
realize that modern Europe has
grown beyond the concept of the
Common Market and is striving
toward the goal of political unity.
Europe expressed its hope that
this goal will take place in seven
years, and that a monetary unity
will happen in five years.
However, the mood of the
members at the seminar was one
of general skepticism that unity
would take place in the desired
time. Nevertheless, Europe is

Welcome
Parents, come
browse.

the fact that the countries
cooperate closely, to a certain
extent, in areas of education,
cultural
exchanges,
con
sultations on foreign policy,
fiscal policy, and a variety of
other matters.
Dr. Heller stated that it would
be extremely difficult to explain
precisely the effect that a united
Europe would have on the United
States because of the complexity
of the situation. Some of the
complications arise out of the
presence of the North Atlantic
Assembly and
NATO in
European affairs. Other com
plications are the rising factor of
Japan, and United States trading
interests
The attitude of the members at
the seminar was that the effects
of this European unity would be a
positive one. While agreeing with
this, Dr. Heller expressed his
hope that everyone would make
an effort to become more aware
that a completely new Europe is
emerging.

Miller feels that there is no
such thing as a dumb question.
Consequently questions about
gas and oil differences (including
what types you should use and
why) were not uncommon. The
course also covers simple and
preventative maintenance,
checking fluids such as oil, gas
and water, checking systems,
learning what to do if your car
will not start (emergency
procedures) and emergency
driving procedures.
According to Miller, the results
of taking this course are
amazing. He spoke of numerous
girls coming back and telling him
of instances where they saved
time and money because of their

Welcome
Parents!

HUNGRY ? ? ?
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Although there was a $2 fee for
the course, the money went
towards materials, posters and
brochures. Thus Miller and
Gamble are directing a non
profit course purely to help the
females get along in the
automotive world better. Miller
stated, "We blow a lot of myths
like "My father (or brother) told
me..."
If enough interest is shown,
another automotive seminar will
be offered next semester ten
tatively scheduled for four
successive Wednesday nights.
So if you are interested in
getting a fresh perspective of
automobiles, and a few mvths
blown on the side. Miller adds,
then drop a note to Box 181 with
your name and your night
preference included. There is no
need for girls to be helpless when
it comes to taking care of their
automobiles, and more and more
are
proving
their
girls
capabilities because of courses
like these. Drive on girls!
CHAPEL NOTES
Monday, Nov. 5 — Jeremiah
People.
Wednesday, Nov. 7. — Pastor
John Davis, Upland United
Methodist Church.
Friday, Nov. 9 — Dr. Wesley
Duewel, President of OMS In
ternational, Greenwood, Indiana.

Why not visit us In Gas City?

MRUS
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BOOKSTORE

HOME OF

Open Saturday—
9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

simple basic knowledge of the
automobile.
For example, one girl told
Miller that as she was heading
towards Columbus, Ohio, she
heard a strange noise. Upon
reaching a gas station, she
stopped, opened the hood and told
the manager that her fan belt
was loose and ask if he could fix
it. He was so dumbfounded that a
girl actually knew something
about a car that he fixed it for
nothing.
In another instance recited by
Miller, a girl had been getting a
lot of "bologna" from her
boyfriend about how much he
knew about cars. He was only
trying to impress her with his
vocabulary because he really did
not know what he was talking
about either. She, after taking
this course, told him that she
would smack him with a cam
shaft if he did not be quiet and
then proceeded to tell him what
the cam shaft was. Needless to
say he did not talk big anymore,
concluded Miller.
There are many more ad
vantages for taking this course,
for instance job opportunities.
Car dealers are now looking for
girls who know something about
cars to work for them as
salesmen. The dealers feel that
the women can understand the
female mind better than the male
car dealers can and thus sell
more cars to the increasing
numbers of women car buyers.

L

FOODS

ANGLE ACRES PLAZA — GAS CITY

'Love Song'
"Love Song," a west-coast
Jesus rock group, will give a
concert Thursday, Nov. 8, at 9
p.m. at the Baldwin Center on the
Marion College campus. SUB will
be selling tickets to the concert
during the evening meal on both
Monday, Nov. 5 and Tuesday,
Nov. 6. Tickets for the "Love
Song" concert are $2.50.
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Victory evades
Taylor gridmen
by Bill Line
ECHO sports writer
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The Trojane fleM hockey team gave Michigan State team should prove valaaMeas the Trojaaes hoat the
some of their toughest competition of the year in Miami Valley Tournament tomorrow. ECHO photo
battling to a 0-0 tie. Experience against the Big Ten by Bev Roget

The Taylor football team
traveled to Westminster College,
Penn., on Saturday, Oct. 27.
Westminster, rated second in the
national among the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletes colleges, squeezed out a
narrow 14-13 victory.
Taylor was ahead as late as the
fourth quarter, 13-6, but West
minster ran the ball for the
winning score in the last three
minutes.
This was probably the most
well-played game of the season
for die Trojan defense, since,
according to predictions, Taylor
took to the field as 31-point un
derdogs. According to Nelson
Gould, head football coach, this
was definitely the most physical

Three Ties

Wins shun Trojanes
by Tim North
ECHO sports editor
Three ties have been the fate of
the Trojane field hockey team in
their games of the last two
weeks. On Wednesday, Oct. 24,
the team traveled to Ball State
University where they fought to a
2-2 draw with the Cardinals. Last
Saturday, the Trojanes played
two excellent games, but again
settled for ties.
In a 9:30 a.m. game the
Trojanes battled with a fine
Michigan State team. Despite
strong efforts by both teams,
neither the Trojanes nor the
Spartans could manage to score.
Even though no scoring was
done, the offenses of both teams

played well. Michigan State fired
37 shots on goalie Beth Wyse. who
turned them all aside in an ex
cellent defensive showing.
The Trojanes also launched a
strong offensive attack as they
shot 32 times at Michigan's
goalie. Dr. Joanne Peppard,
associate professor of physical
education and Taylor coach,
commented that the game was
simply a case of two fine teams
proving that they were evenly
matched.
This tie showed again that the
Trojanes can compete with the
best teams in the nation.
Michigan State came to Taylor
with an impressive 10-0 record
after touring throughout the
Midwest. They were quick to

recognize the Taylor girls as
excellent competitors. Micki
Bailie, the Spartan cohch and
nationally known hockey player,
said the contest with Taylor was
"the finest college hockey match
I've seen in the Midwest."
Later on Saturday, the
Trojanes fought to their third
consecutive tie, in matching
goals with a Muncie club team, 11. Janet Lowrie scored for
Taylor. Defense was the out
standing feature of this game as
both teams exhibited fine ball
control and stickwork.
Tomorrow the Trojanes host
the Miami Valley Tournament
which begins competition toward
nationals. Ball State will meet
Earlham at 8:30 a.m. for the first

Harriers place second in
Big-Little State meet
by Allen Matthews
ECHO sports writer
Friday, Oct. 26, the Taylor
cross-country team competed in
the Big-Little State meet at In
diana University. This meet
featured some of the strongest
teams in the Midwest. Winner of
the meet was Butler University.
In the Little State meet, the
Trojans improved last year's
performance by placing second
this year. Team balance once
again led the way as Taylor
Oliver placed fourteenth; Steve
Gradeless, sixteenth; Brad
Shrock,
nineteenth;
Tim
Reusser, twenty-eighth; Dave
Lewis, fortieth; and Paul Brady,
fifty-second.
The first five combined for the
team score of 117. Finishing third
and fourth respectively were
Vincennes and Wabash. In
.for all of
your hardware
needs. . .

Upload Hardware

dividual winners of the meet
were Pat Mandera and Dan
Hayes of Indiana University.
This meet also doubled as the
National Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
District No. 21 competition. The
Trojan Harriers won this easily
as they amassed only 48 points.
Second place went to a muchimproved Hanover team with 65
points. Winning this meet enables
the Trojans to compete in the
NAIA meet at Salina, Kan. on
Nov. 17.
Tomorrow the Taylor team

hosts what may prove to be the
most exciting cross-country meet
ever run here. This is the
Hoosier-Buckeye
Collegiate
Conference meet, beginning at 11
a.m.
'Tor all your auto
need*.-it's
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There will be a meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 10 a.m. in
LA 118-119 for all students in
terested in learning more about
the
plans,
curriculum,
scholarships and other details
concerning
the
systems
program. Please note the change
in time of this meeting.
editor's note: in the editorial
"Service facilities" in the Oct. 26
issue of the ECHO, it was
suggested that facilities such as
the library and media center
remain open during prayer
meeting on Thursdays. At the
time this was written the
editorial board was aware that
the library is open during this
time, but felt that there are other
facilities which are not open but
should be. The inclusion of the
library in the editorial (in
reference to prayer meeting)
was an example and the board
did not intend to imply that the
library is not open during these
hours, merely that it should be.
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game. At 9:30 a.m., The Taylor
girls will meet the girls from
Cedarville College.
22 girls will be picked from the
teams participating to compete
in the Great Lakes Sectional
Tournament at Ball State. From
there, competition goes to the
Great Lakes Regional Tour
nament at Adrian, Mich. Dr.
Peppard cites the games
tomorrow as a chance to see
some of the "finest teams in the
Midwest."

team the Trojans have played so
far this season.
The Trojan scoring was ac
counted for by a pass from Rod
Schaffer to Jim Norris and two
field goals by Eric Turner.
In an upcoming conference
game tomorrow, the Trojans will
play Findlay College. By con
tinuing the fine playing exhibited
in recent weeks, the Trojans hope
to better their conference record
to 4-1-1, thus putting the Trojans
in better position for the conference championship.
Gametime is 2 p.m.
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